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Each student in Geometry will need the following:

- Pencils with erasers- mechanical pencils work best (but not required)

❑ Graph paper (4 squares per inch; with 3- hole punch if possible ( Office depot/ Staples carry this)

❑ Ruler (with centimeters and inches), compass, protractor

❑ Pack of colored pencils and sharpener

❑ 2-4 colors of highlighters and a pack of felt tip markers in different colors

❑ TI-83 plus or TI-84 plus or CE GRAPHING calculator

❑ 2 ½ inch three ring binder for blank unit notes (which will be provided). D-ring binders work best. It
should have a pocket in the front to hold weekly assignments to be turned in or new assignments to be
completed.

❑ 12 tabbed dividers for binder. If possible, each tabbed divider should have a pocket to contain graded
quizzes and tests for each unit. Keps information organized which is helpful when studying for
assessments.

❑ Students will need access to the internet to access (especially helpful when a student is absent):
completed notes, video links, for the lessons to augment understanding, assignment sheets, answer keys
for homework assignments, answer keys for test study guide. Ms. Gooden has a dedicated password
protected website for her students. It contains a wealth of helpful information.

Helpful but not required:
❑ If you have a phone or ipad, download the Goodnotes app (approx. $5). This app will allow you to

download and do assignments on the ipad with an apple pencil or stylus, save and edit the assignments,
email directly to the teacher for checking- all without ever having to print anything out. The teachers can
grade the assignments on goodnotes and return directly to you, where you can store them in folders to
access later for studying. You can go back and highlight, make notes, etc. Great Study tool. Ms Gooden
uses the app in class to present, project, and saves noted in pdf format. It’s a wonderful tool.


